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Exercise 8 
Integrating Batch Machines with Flow Line 

 
 
The MOLD process is a plastic injection molding machine that produces a variety of items for the 
custom power tools line. It will not be able to operate as a direct feeder because there are 
changeover times required between the different molded housings. Another impediment to 
direct connection is that the mold process is working two shifts instead of one. While the 
minimum inventory and most direct connection between processes is an IPK, the MOLD machine 
cannot change over and run a housing within Takt time. In order to overcome the changeover 
time, the MOLD machine will need to run a batch of the same part, and store these items in a 
Kanban Supermarket. The assembly line will consume from the Supermarket, and not directly 
from the MOLD process. Not every power tool requires the MOLD process, because some 
housings are purchased from an outside vendor. 
 
Your task now is to calculate the optimum batch size for each molded housing, based on the data 
provided below, and design a Kanban Supermarket within your conceptual line layout. Use the 
worksheet provided. 
 
Task 1. Complete the VOL column using the same volumes for the MOLD process for the line 
design previously. MOLD manufactures both a left and right housing for each finished tool, so the 
total number of molded parts will be twice that of the finished tools. For example, the DR12 model 
has a VOL of 56 units per day and will require 112 pieces from the molding department (56 rights 
and 56 lefts). 
 
Task 2. Complete the Run Time/Piece column using the process times from your Resource 
Calculation worksheet. The times are for a completed tool, so divide the machine time in half for 
use in this exercise. Note that changeover times have not been included in these machine times. 
 
Task 3. Complete the Total Run Time column by multiplying the VOL by the Run Time/Piece. Add 
up the Run Times and enter the total at the bottom of the column. 
 
Task 4. Calculate the Changeover Time Available and the Number of Changeovers Possible. The 
Changeover Time Available is calculated by subtracting the Total Run Time from the Available 
Work Minutes (shown at the top of the worksheet). The Number of Changeovers Possible is 
calculated by dividing the Changeover Time Available by the Average Changeover Time. Write 
your answers in the space provided at the top of the worksheet. Average Changeover Time is 60 
minutes. 
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Task 5. Set the Daily Changeovers for each molded part number in order to achieve the Number 
of Changeovers Possible, in an iterative process. Start with attempting to do one changeover per 
day for every item, and add up the number of changeovers in a day. If this value is greater than 
the Number of Changeovers Possible, decrease the number of changeovers per day. If a 
changeover is desired every two days, enter 0.5 in the Daily Changeovers column (where 0.5 
represents half of a day). Note that you don’t need to have the same frequency of changeover for 
every item. Low volume parts can be run less frequently, while high runners should be run more 
often. The total Daily Changeovers needs to be equal to or less than the Number of Changeovers 
Possible. There is no one right answer, although some combinations will result in less Supermarket 
inventory. 
 
 Task 6. When your team is satisfied with the Daily Changeovers plan, and the Number of 
Changeovers Possible goal has been met, proceed to calculate the batch size for each part by 
dividing the Daily Volume by the Daily Changeovers value. For example, if the VOL is 56 and the 
Daily Changeovers value is .25 (4 days), then the Batch Size will be 224. 
 
Task 7. Calculate the number of required bins for the Batch Size and for the Kanban Supermarket. 
We have standardized the bin size at 40 pieces per bin. Divide the Batch Size by 40 and round up 
to calculate the number of Run Quantity bins needed, and double that to estimate the number of 
Supermarket bins needed. 
 
That’s it! Use these results in your Conceptual Line Design layout, without worrying for the 
moment about the actual size or floor space needed. Note that some pieces require some 
grinding, so the GRIND process will also need to be co-located near the MOLD process. 
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Integrating Batch Machines With Flow Line                   
Average Changeover Time (Minutes) 

  
        

Effective Minutes 
  

        
Changeover Time Available 

  
        

Number of Changeovers Possible 
  

                  

Part Number Description VOL 
Run 

Time/Piece 

Total 
Run Time 

(Min) 

Daily 
Changeovers 

Batch 
Size 

Bin 
Size 

Number 
of Bins  

(Run Qty) 

Total 
Bins 

80303-R DR12 Right Side Housing 56.00               

80303-L DR12 Left Side Housing 56.00               

80525-R DR54 Right Side Housing 84.00               

80525-L DR54 Left Side Housing 84.00               

80696-R DR11 Right Side Housing 65.00               

80696-L DR11 Left Side Housing 65.00               

89210-R SD04 Right Side Housing 3.20               

89210-L SD04 Left Side Housing 3.20               

81813-R OS31 Right Side Housing 76.00               

81813-L OS31 Left Side Housing 76.00               

87654-R OS01 Right Side Housing 8.00               

87654-L OS01 Left Side Housing 8.00               

 


